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Question nr 1 

There is contradicting information regarding the requirement for this tender.  

In the specifications document, on page 3 the document specifies: ‘The credits […] must have been 

generated between 1 January 2015 and 31 December 2015.’ 

Page 35 of the same document states:   ‘[…] the emissions reductions giving rise to the carbon credit 

must have taken place between 1 January 2011 and 31.12. 15 […].’ 

Answer nr 1 

There is a typing error on page 3 of the specifications. It should read: 'The credits requested in respect 

of the above-mentioned eligible countries must have been generated between 1 January 2011 and 31 

December 2015'. 

Question nr 2 

After reviewing the specifications of the tender and matching them against the publicly available data 

on issued GS CERs we have serious doubts that there will be sufficient market supply meeting these 

specifications.  

Will the tenderer consider changing the requirements if necessary? If so, is it likely that the list of 

eligible countries will be extended or the eligibility regarding certification standard be extended to 

regular (non-Gold Standard) CERs?  

Answer nr 2 

The European Parliament Bureau's decision of 7 October 2015 must be respected. Therefore, the list 

of eligible countries listed on page 3 of the specifications cannot be extended to any other country. 

Also, the quality standard for offsetting projects must be Gold Standard in developing countries. 

Please see the following sentences on page 33 & 34 of the specifications: 

'The tenderer must offer up to 124.255 carbon emission compensation credits obtained from one or 

several Gold Standard CDM projects, but limit it to the financial means available under budget-line 239 

(currently EUR 249,000). The objective is to offset the total amount of Parliament's carbon emissions, 

or, at least, as much emissions as possible within the financial means available. Therefore, the tenderer 

has to purchase the lowest price carbon emission compensation credits from one or several Gold 

Standard CDM projects.'' 

 



 

Question nr 3 

Do the credits have to be CDM GS (GS CER) or GS purely (GS VER)? 

Answer nr 3 

As long as a certificate is Gold Standard certified and as long as this certificate can be bought and 

cancelled on behalf of the EP as a voluntary purchaser, both GS CER and GS VER are acceptable. 

Question nr 4 

Page 33 & 34 of the specifications mention that the tenderer must offer credits from one or several 

Gold Standard CDM projects. However it is also (implicitly) mentioned in response to question nr 3 

that the project does not have to be a CDM since it only need to be able to be used for voluntary 

retirements (which is the case of Gold Standard voluntary projects that are not CDM).  

Answer nr 4 

Our answer to question nr 3 is correct. Both Gold Standard CDM and Gold Standard projects will be 

accepted. The specifications on page 33 and 34 under point 6. 'Minimum specific requirements' should 

read as follows: 

'The greenhouse gas emission offset credits offered by the tenderer must comply with ALL of the 

following criteria: 

1) The tenderer must offer up to 124.255 carbon emission compensation credits obtained from one 

or several Gold Standard CDM and/or Gold Standard projects, but limit it to the financial means 

available under budget line 239 (currently EUR 249,000). The objective is to offset the total amount 

of Parliament's carbon emissions, or, at least, as much emissions as possible within the financial means 

available. Therefore, the tenderer has to purchase the lowest price carbon emission compensation 

credits from one or several Gold standard CDM and/or Gold Standard projects.' 

Question nr 5 

It is not clear whether the location criteria will be taken as a priority over the price criteria. Is a carbon 

credit from a project located in the European Neighbourhood Policy or in the Euro-Mediterranean 

Partnership groups of countries that come at a lower cost will be favoured over a carbon credit from 

projects located in African, Caribbean or Pacific Asia that come at a higher cost (assuming these both 

fall into your budget criteria). 

Answer nr 5 

The only award criteria as mentioned on page 14, under point 15 is as follows: 'The contract will be 

awarded to the tender offering the lowest price per carbon credit.' 

There is a ranking preference on the location of the proposed project(s), which is listed under point 

6. as 'minimum specific requirements' but which is not part of the award criteria. 

Question nr 6 

Clause 10 of the specification states that carbon offsetting will be achieved by means of projects 

certified as “Gold Standard” by bodies accredited by the UNFCCC. What does bodies refer to here? 

Designated Operational Entities (DOE – auditing organisations) that verify carbon credits? If so, these 

companies do not certify they instead verify though. If you are referring to DOEs, as long as the Gold 

Standard allow them to perform audit, should it not be enough? 



 

Answer nr 6 

Point 10 of the specifications (p. 7) should read as follows: 'Carbon offsetting will be achieved by 

means of projects certified as Gold Standard CDM and/or Gold Standard.' 

Indeed, in the case of Gold standard CDM or Gold Standard projects, carbon credits are de facto 

verified by DOE (Auditing organisations). Therefore, no additional certification is needed. 

Question nr 7 

On page 3 a paragraph says 'The credits requested in respect of the above-mentioned eligible 

countries must have been generated between 1 January 2011 and 31 December 2015'. Does this 

exclude credits generated after 31 December 2015? 

Answer nr 7 

Indeed, credits generated after 31 December 2015 are excluded. 

Question nr 8 

In the specifications on p. 14 under ‘Environmental Management Standards’, it is stated that "The 

European Parliament will accept certificates equivalent to those requested from bodies established in 

a European Union Member State.’ Which equivalent certificates are accepted? Moreover, the 

following is also stated: ‘A tenderer unable to provide the certificates required may provide other 

proof... .’ Which proofs are eligible? 

Answer nr 8 

The ISO 14001 certificate would be considered as equivalent to certified EMAS standards as well as 

any other document certifying compliance with similar environmental standards. The chapter on 

environmental management standards in the technical specifications gives room for some discretion 

allowing tenderers to comply with these requirements, including possible proof of the necessary 

expertise for the tender in question, if appropriate: 'A tenderer unable to provide the certificates 

required may provide other proof enabling the European Parliament to assess whether it has 

introduced environmental management measures equivalent to those laid down by the requisite 

environmental standards.' 

Question nr 9 

Would it be acceptable to provide the electronic copy of the tender on a USD stick rather than a CD 

or a DVD, knowing that current laptops no longer have DVD/CD burners? 

Answer nr 9 

Electronic copies of tenders will be accepted on USB sticks. 

 

 


